COLOR CHART

736  CARDINAL RED
709  CEMENT
804  AQUA

808  CHARTREUSE
SO MANY CHOICES! WHERE TO BEGIN?
NO WORRIES, WE’LL MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU.
The largest swatches are our most popular colors, and our newest additions are indicated with a symbol. Take a look and go from there. Piece of cake!

**METALLICS**

- 184 CHARCOAL
- 151 TAUPE
- 152 NICKEL
- 153 GUN METAL
- 155 SAGE
- 157 LEAD
- 158 GRAPHITE
- 183 SHALE
- 180 GOLD DUST
- 159 OLIVE

**WOODS**

- 309 SELECT CHERRY
- 313 RATTAN
- 312 BAMBOO
- 317 COAL
- 307 KENTUCKY KRAFTWOOD
- 316 WHITE WASH
- 314 BURLED MAPLE
- 308 NATURAL PEAR

**PAPERS**

- 408 SOFT WHITE
- 423 PUTTY
- 403 COOL GREY
- 413 SAND

**STONES**

- 4883-38 SABLE SOAPSTONE
- 4961-38 CALACATTA ORO
- 4924-38 WHITE CARRARA
- 1876K-52 BLACK ALICANTE
- 1887K-21 BENJAMIN GREY

**METALS**

- 101 SATIN
- 102 GOLD
- 106 COPPER
- 103 BLACK
- 104 NATURAL
- 105 BRONZE
- 108 LIGHT BRONZE
- 107 SMOKE

**PAPERS**

- 151 TAPE
- 152 NICKEL
- 153 GUN METAL
- 155 SAGE
- 157 LEAD
- 158 GRAPHITE
- 183 SHALE
- 180 GOLD DUST
- 159 OLIVE

**METALS**

- 101 SATIN
- 102 GOLD
- 106 COPPER
- 103 BLACK
- 104 NATURAL
- 105 BRONZE
- 108 LIGHT BRONZE
- 107 SMOKE

**DON’T SEE WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR?**

**GIVE US A RING, WE’LL COLOR-MATCH IT FOR YOU.**
READY TO PLACE AN ORDER?

A FEW QUICK DETAILS TO REMEMBER.

PRISM AND DESIGNER COLORS
Prism and Designer colors are painted. They are available as sign and matte copy colors. *Select Prism vinyl colors are also available in gloss finish. To specify gloss vinyl copy, change number from series 700 to 200. (Example: For vinyl copy option, 71S Yellow copy color is matte finish and 215 Yellow is gloss finish.)

METALLICS
Metallic colors are painted. They are not available for most Subsurface applications or Direct Print copy.

METALS
Metals are aluminum laminates, available for Slide Inserts only. **A faux aluminum is available for Arc Inserts in select metal finishes.

WOODS
Woods are woodgrain laminates.

PAPERS
Paper is perforated. Custom papers are available.

STONES
Stones are laminates by Wilsonart®.

END CAPS / EDGE RAILS
End Caps and Edge Rails are available in painted colors and 101 Satin Natural (excludes Round Corner End Caps).

ACCENT STRIPS / TRIM
Accent Strips and Top/Bottom Trim are available in painted colors and 101 Satin Natural.

CUSTOM COLOR-MATCH
Initial Custom Color-Match fee is $100 NET. Orders under $1,000 NET incur a $75 NET set-up fee per custom color, per order.

RETIRED COLORS
Retired colors are available free-of-charge for pre-existing installations.

COLOR SAMPLES
Color renditions are limited in accuracy due to the printing process. Actual samples are available upon request. Stone Samples not included in set; request separately.

PRISM & DESIGNER COLORS

| 701 | DARK NEUTRAL | 721 | LINEN | 758* | NAVY BLUE | 801 | STORM |
| 702 | LIGHT NEUTRAL | 722* | BEIGE | 760 | DENIM | 802 | CHERRY TOMATO |
| 703 | COOL GREY | 723 | PUTTY | 761 | FOG BLUE | 803 | TANGERINE |
| 704* | BLACK | 725* | ORANGE | 763 | STEEL BLUE | 804 | AQUA |
| 705 | MEDIUM GREY | 728 | EARTH | 772* | SLATE | 805 | PINEAPPLE |
| 706 | TAN | 732* | OYSTER | 774 | WILLOW | 806 | RAIN |
| 708* | SOFT WHITE | 733* | PEARL GREY | 775* | GREEN | 807 | BERRY |
| 709 | CEMENT | 734* | DARK GREY | 776* | FOREST GREEN | 808 | CHARTREUSE |
| 710* | LIGHT GREY | 735* | RED | 778 | EVERGREEN | 809 | BUTTERNUT |
| 711 | ASH | 736* | CARDINAL RED | 780 | SAGE GREEN | 810 | MOCHA |
| 712 | TAUPE GREY | 737* | BURGUNDY | 781 | EUCALYPTUS | 811 | COFFEE |
| 713 | SAND | 748 | GRAPE | 782 | ALFALFA | 812 | ARTICHOKE |
| 714* | ANTIQUE WHITE | 752 | PERIWINKLE | 783 | SILVER SAGE | 813 | GUACAMOLE |
| 715* | YELLOW | 756* | SAPPHIRE BLUE | 786* | DURANOID | 814 | EDAMAME |
| 720* | BUCKSKIN | 757* | BRIGHT BLUE | 786* | SANDSTONE | 815 | INDIGO |

METALLICS

| 150 | SILVER | 101 | SATIN NATURAL | 304 | WALNUT |
| 151 | TAUPE | 102** | BRUSHED GOLD | 305 | CLEAR MAPLE |
| 152 | NICKEL | 103** | BRUSHED BLACK | 307 | KENTUCKY KRAFTWOOD |
| 153 | GUN METAL | 104** | BRUSHED NATURAL | 308 | NATURAL PEAR |
| 154 | PEWTER | 105** | BRUSHED BRONZE | 309 | SELECT CHERRY |
| 155 | SAGE | 106** | BRUSHED COPPER | 312 | BAMBOO |
| 156 | BRONZE | 107 | BRUSHED SMOKE | 313 | RATTAN |
| 157 | LEAD | 108 | BRUSHED LT BRONZE | 314 | BURLIED MAPLE |
| 158 | GRAPHITE | 109 | STAINLESS | 315 | ESPRESSO PEAR |
| 159 | OLIVE | 160 | GOLD | 316 | WHITENASH |
| 160 | GOLD | 166 | COPPER | 317 | COAL |

PAPERS

| 403 | COOL GREY | 408 | SOFT WHITE |
| 413 | SAND | 423 | PUTTY |

STONES

| 4924-38 | WHITE CARRARA |
| 1887K-21 | BENJAMIN GREY |
| 4926K-07 | BLACK ALICANTE |
| 4981-38 | CALACATTA ORO |
| 1876K-52 | SPRING CARNIVAL |
| 4883-38 | SABLE SOAPSTONE |